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Recent developments of novel in-vehicle interventions show the potential to transform the otherwise routine and mundane task
of commuting into opportunities to improve the drivers’ health and well-being. Prior research has explored the effectiveness
of various in-vehicle interventions and has identified moments in which drivers could be interruptible to interventions. All the
previous studies, however, were conducted in either simulated or constrained real-world driving scenarios on a pre-determined
route. In this paper, we take a step forward and evaluate when drivers interact with in-vehicle interventions in unconstrained
free-living conditions.
To this end, we conducted a two-month longitudinal study with 10 participants, in which each participant was provided
with a study car for their daily driving needs. We delivered two in-vehicle interventions ś each aimed at improving affective
well-being ś and simultaneously recorded the participants’ driving behavior. In our analysis, we found that several pre-trip
characteristics (like trip length, traffic flow, and vehicle occupancy) and the pre-trip affective state of the participants had
significant associations with whether the participants started an intervention or canceled a started intervention. Next, we
found that several in-the-moment driving characteristics (like current road type, past average speed, and future brake
behavior) showed significant associations with drivers’ responsiveness to the intervention. Further, we identified several
driving behaviors that łnegatedž the effectiveness of interventions and highlight the potential of using such łnegativež driving
characteristics to better inform intervention delivery. Finally, we compared trips with and without intervention and found
that both interventions employed in our study did not have a negative effect on driving behavior. Based on our analyses, we
provide solid recommendations on how to deliver interventions to maximize responsiveness and effectiveness and minimize
the burden on the drivers.
CCS Concepts: · Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems
and tools; · Applied computing → Consumer health.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Commuting by car is a routine, albeit integral, part of life for many people. In the United States, the average
person spends just under an hour driving every day [65]. Daily driving is rarely pleasant and is often considered
a burden and a source of stress. Drivers regularly face a lack of control over their trips, caused by traffic jams,
congestion, and unpredictability [10, 40]. Consequently, people generally experience a worse mood while driving
a car than during other daily activities [10, 32]. Further, prior research has found that longer commute times to
and from work adversely affect drivers’ well-being [62], which, by extension, could lead to negative effects on the
drivers’ health [14]. Beyond long-term health consequences, low well-being due to certain emotions could have
an immediate negative impact on the driver’s driving and safety. Angry driving or driving under strong negative
emotions impairs cognitive abilities, which is reflected in driving behavior, through increased risk-taking and
reduced lateral control [9, 28].
Given that people spend a significant amount of time in a dedicated space, the context of a car provides a
unique opportunity to deliver interventions to improve drivers’ well-being and long-term health. In recent years,
there has been a variety of research aimed at in-vehicle interventions; these prior works show the potential of
such interventions to improve drivers’ well-being. Paredes et al. designed and evaluated the effectiveness of a
guided slow-breathing intervention to reduce drivers’ physiological stress [53, 54]. Balters et al. further evaluated
the slow-breathing intervention in a controlled, real-world driving condition on a test track, and found that the
intervention led to a reduction in breathing rate and physiological arousal for drivers who engaged with the
intervention [4]. Dimitijs et al. designed an odor-based intervention to improve well-being while driving [17]. In
related work, Braun et al. conducted a controlled, real-world study to evaluate the effectiveness of a personalized
voice assistant on positive emotions experienced by a driver [8].
Although interest in such in-vehicle interventions is rising, with almost 3,000 deaths due to distracted driving [50], care must be taken when delivering such interventions to avoid distracting the driver from their primary
task ś driving. Recent works in the UbiComp and HCI community have explored these questions. Kim et al.
conducted a simulator-based, and a controlled, real-world driving study to predict opportune moments for
in-vehicle proactive auditory-verbal tasks (𝑛-back tests) [33]. Building on their prior work, Kim et al. conducted
another controlled, real-world driving study to understand how varying demands of proactive voice tasks affect
driver interruptibility, and how drivers adapt to concurrent driving and voice tasks [34]. Semmens et al. conducted
another controlled, real-world driving study to evaluate when participants are willing to engage in voice-based
information from the car, by frequently asking the participants, "Is now a good time?" [60]. In other work,
Kim et al. conducted a controlled, real-world study to detect interruptibility based on peripheral interaction [35].
These existing works, however, pose certain limitations. First, none of the works modeled or evaluated invehicle interruptibility delivered actual interventions; they either prompted questions to the drivers [60], asked
them to do some task [33, 34], or used a proxy to determine interruptibility [35]. Second, the data in these prior
works was either collected in a simulated environment or in a controlled, real-world driving scenario, where
the participants were asked to drive in a predetermined route for a certain duration. Such controlled driving
conditions do not account for the variables in a person’s daily drive. In unconstrained scenarios, drivers experience
several conditions and situations: routine commute (e.g., home → work and work → home), non-routine drives
(e.g., weekend outing or a holiday road-trip), challenging driving conditions (e.g., bad weather or driving at night),
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 5, No. 1, Article 19. Publication date: March 2021.
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and driving with passengers are some examples. Hence, it is important to understand when drivers interact with
interventions in unconstrained driving conditions.
To this end, we conducted a two-month longitudinal study with 10 participants. We equipped a fleet of ten cars
with a data collection system that we handed over to ten participants for their daily drives and recorded their
driving behavior. In 66% of the drives, we randomly prompted the participants with one of two interventions (a
mindfulness or a music intervention) to be completed while driving; these interventions aim to improve affective
well-being of the drivers [36]. The goal of this work is to conduct an exploratory analysis of when participants
interacted with these interventions. Specifically, we make the following contributions.
• We evaluate how general trip characteristics and a driver’s affective state before starting the drive relate
with responsiveness to in-vehicle interventions.
– We further build machine-learning models to use data available before a drive has started to predict
whether a driver is going to respond to or cancel the intervention prompted during the drive. We found
that the model predicts whether a participant will start an intervention with an F1 score of 0.81, which is
24.6% greater than a biased-random baseline.
• We evaluate how in-the-moment driving situations relate with responsiveness to interventions.
• We identify situations that negate the positive impact of the interventions. We argue that well-being
interventions could be triggered when such situations occur to maximize the interventions’ effectiveness.
• Finally, we evaluate whether engaging with interventions while driving affects driving behavior.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we start by broadly discussing the timing of smartphone-based digital health interventions. Next,
we discuss the recent status of in-vehicle interventions and the interruptibility of the driver. Finally, we summarize
the current state of research and identify opportunities for enabling effective delivery of in-vehicle interventions.

2.1

Just-in-Time Adaptive Interventions

In recent years there has been a significant interest in using ubiquitous technologies to provide interventions
related to health and well-being. One increasingly popular framework for delivering such health-related interventions is Just-in-Time Adaptive Intervention (JITAI). JITAI aims to deliver the right amount and type of support, at
the right time, while adapting to the users’ internal and external contextual change [48, 49]. JITAI relies strongly
on the concepts of states-of-vulnerability, i.e., moments with increased risk of negative health outcomes when
a participant needs an intervention, and states-of-receptivity, i.e., moments where a person is able to receive,
process, and use the intervention provided. In the UbiComp and HCI communities, there has been a growing
research in sensing vulnerable conditions (like stress [25, 45, 46] and depression [44, 67]), and understanding
receptivity to interventions [11, 39, 47, 59].
To understand receptivity to interventions, prior work has focused on identifying moments to deliver mHealth
interventions on smartphones. Recent work by Künzler et al. noted that participants were less likely to start an
intervention with a chat-bot while driving than during other activities, like walking [39]. Intuitively, smartphonebased interventions might not be suitable for use while driving. Given the amount of time an average person
spends driving, however, recent research has adapted interventions to be delivered in the context of the car, e.g.,
audio-based interventions [8], odor-based interventions [17], or ambient-light-based interventions [24]. While
in-vehicle interventions provide a unique opportunity to improve a person’s well-being, it is important to deliver
these interventions at times unlikely to distract the driver from their primary task of driving. Hence, a better
understanding of situations when drivers are likely to be available to engage with an intervention could help to
design interventions that reduce driver burden and maximize intervention effectiveness.
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 5, No. 1, Article 19. Publication date: March 2021.
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In-Vehicle Interventions

Early research on in-vehicle interventions suggested re-purposing existing comfort systems in the vehicle to
react to and influence driver states. Hernandez et al. worked to to improve drivers’ well-being by changing
interior ambient lighting and air conditioning, or by adapting navigation routes (e.g., to avoid traffic jams) [24].
Recently, a major stream of research has focused on bringing guided breathing into the car as an in-vehicle
well-being and stress-management intervention. Over several studies, Paredes et al. and Balters et al. developed
and validated interventions based on guided breathing exercises for drivers [4, 53, 54]. Guided breathing has
shown to help people to cope better with stress [61]. In their first study, Paredes et al. evaluated multiple in-vehicle
interventions with 12 participants in a simulated driving environment, before deciding on the use of guided
breathing interventions [53]. Next, they validated several breathing exercise patterns combined with a haptic
vibrotactile seat cover and compared it to voice-guided breathing exercises, based on results from 24 participants
driving on a simulator [54]. Finally, they demonstrated their intervention’s effectiveness and compatibility in a
study of driving behavior and physiological and psychological stress parameters with 24 participants driving a
real car on a closed track [4].
In other work, Dmitrijs et al. explored the effectiveness of subtle, odor-based well-being interventions in the
car [17]. In four laboratory studies, Dmitrijs et al. identified different scents for emotion regulation, tested them
on drivers in a simulator and found out that pleasant scents can relax drivers, ergo making them safer drivers [17].
Braun et al. conducted a controlled, real-world driving study in which they personalized voice assistants to the
driver’s personality and driving situation, and found that extroverted people preferred a friendly tone in the
assistant’s voice ś which led to more trust and was perceived as pleasant [8]. In related work, Harris et al. found
that the communication style of a voice-based assistant was a relevant factor in its effectiveness to aid drivers
in their driving experience [22]. Williams et al. developed the Affective Intelligent Driving Agent (AIDA), a
social robot to assist drivers decrease their cognitive load and promote road safety [69]. Gusikhin et al. similarly
developed the EmotiveDriver Advisor System (EDAS), focused on personalization and adaptive behavior [20].
Researchers have also explored the potential use of music for emotion regulation [38].
Beyond academia, driver well-being has also garnered interest in the automobile industry. In recent years,
two large manufacturers revealed in-vehicle intervention concepts to improve the well-being of drivers. Audi
announced the łAudi Fit Driverž concept, which leverages data from smartwatches to deliver interventions [3].
Mercedes already went a step further with offering an optional package called łENERGIZINGž in their cars. The
feature uses driver-related data from a smartwatch and vehicle-related data from the car to deliver interventions by
adjusting the air conditioning, offering to start seat-massage programs, or adjusting colors of ambient lights [13].
Unfortunately, these manufacturers have not published results about the effectiveness of their interventions.

2.3

In-Vehicle Interruptibility

An intervention delivered at the right moment increases the driver’s ability to engage and interact with the
intervention, and minimizes the need to burden participants with unwarranted prompts at non-opportune
moments. Recent work has attempted to determine moments when drivers might be interruptible for in-vehicle
tasks. In a controlled, real-world driving study Kim et al. found that drivers were more likely to engage in
peripheral tasks like using the radio, while driving along flat and straight roads, thereby showing signs of lower
workload [35]. Semmens et al. confirmed the previous finding related to straight roads, and further found that
moments where the vehicle was still (not in motion) were favorable for interactions with drivers [60]. In their
controlled, real-world driving study, the authors gauged interruptibility by randomly asking the drivers if that
moment was a good time to talk, and the participants responded with a ‘yes’ or ‘no.’ The authors found that the
‘yes’ rate coincided with less brake change and without major steering activity [35]. Further, the authors found
that deviating from the navigation system’s intended route increased the chances of participants saying ‘no.’
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In other work, Kim et al. evaluated interruptibility by evaluating the drivers’ ability to handle cognitivelydemanding auditory-verbal tasks, specifically the 𝑛-back counting task, with varying levels of difficulty [33, 34].
In a series of simulated and controlled, real-world driving conditions, the authors found that they could detect
interruptible (and safe) moments with an F1-score of 0.74 [33]. Further, they found that drivers’ interruptibility
relied on a lack of vehicle state changes, i.e., driving in straight roads with steady speed or standing still. The
authors also report that drivers frequently overestimated their ability to dual-task, further highlighting the
need for accurate models that detect interruptibility [33]. In a later study, Kim et al. found that a more-difficult
secondary task led to lower interruptibility while driving, which decreased further when faced with increasingly
complex maneuvers (stop, straight, turn, lane-change). The authors concluded that the demand for the secondary
tasks and maneuver types negatively impacted the drivers’ ability to dual-task [34]; something that could be
considered for health-based intervention design to ensure that the intervention tasks are not challenging or
demanding.

2.4

Summary of the Current State

To summarize, research on in-vehicle interruptibility is progressing at a rapid pace and shows promising results.
This prior work, however, has several limitations. First, none of the work delivered actual interventions; the
studies either prompted questions to the drivers [60], asked them to do some cognitive task [33, 34], or used a
proxy to determine interruptibility [35]. Second, the data in these prior works was either collected in a simulated
environment or in a controlled, real-world driving scenario, in which the participants were asked to drive on
a predetermined route for a certain duration. Such controlled driving conditions do not account for the many
natural variables in a person’s daily drive. In unconstrained scenarios, drivers experience varying situations, such
as routine commutes (home → work and work → home), non-routine trips (e.g., weekend outing or a holiday
road-trip), challenging or unfamiliar driving conditions (e.g., bad weather or driving at night), or driving with
passengers. Hence, it is important to understand when drivers interact with interventions in unconstrained
driving conditions. Furthermore, none of the prior studies have conducted longitudinal experiments over the
period of many weeks, which is important to sample a variety of trip and driving conditions as well as variations
in the driver’s affect.
Our work aims to address the aforementioned shortcomings by evaluating when participants interact with
actual interventions in unconstrained, free-living conditions over an extended period.

3 METHOD
In this section we discuss the interventions used in the study followed by the study design. We then discuss the
data collected during the study, and our analysis plans.

3.1

Intervention Design

We collaborated with psychologists and developed two types of interventions based on proven psychotherapeutic
approaches [5, 19, 30, 41] to improve the well-being of participants in the context of driving a car: a mindfulness
intervention and a music intervention. In our prior work we found that both in-vehicle interventions had a
positive impact on the affective state of the drivers [36]. Although detailed explanation and evaluation of the
interventions are available in our previous work, we briefly outline the intervention components in this section.
3.1.1 General Design Principles. Since the participants were going to drive on public roads, we implemented ś
for both interventions ś four shared design considerations to ensure safety at all time. First, interventions were
delivered at the beginning of the trip to ensure that drivers were not surprised or distracted by receiving an alert
while driving. We followed this approach because there is little knowledge about the łrightž time for interventions
in unconstrained real-life driving conditions. Second, each intervention started with a short audio-based warning
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 5, No. 1, Article 19. Publication date: March 2021.
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Fig. 1. Car interior with the study setup. Left: Steering wheel buttons to control the intervention playback. Middle: Smartphone
with app to answer the questionnaires and to control the interventions. The snapshot shows the app currently playing a
music intervention. Right: Car infotainment showing the running intervention.

message. The message reminded the driver to concentrate on the street and to only conduct the intervention
if their current driving task would allow it. Third, participants controlled the flow of the intervention. The
participants decided when to start, pause or cancel the intervention by simple control elements. And fourth, all
interventions were completely audio-based to avoid any visual distraction while driving.
3.1.2 Mindfulness Intervention. Mindfulness exercises have demonstrated consistent effects on improving the
overall well-being of people [19, 66]. We thus decided that the first intervention should be a mindfulness exercise.
We designed an exercise based on the concept of passive mindfulness, in which the listeners are guided to
perform activities more consciously and to increase their perception of the present (e.g. climbing stairs, cooking
or showering) [23, 31].
The mindfulness intervention’s content and structure followed an instruction-based approach in which a
narrator guided the drivers through two major alternating content blocks to conduct the exercise. Environmentcentric blocks aided drivers to focus on the driving task, the car, and the surrounding traffic. Self -centric blocks
supported drivers to reflect on their perception of their feelings and emotions. We show an example for both
elements in Table 1. Each block consisted of three to six parts separated by longer pauses and were slowly
narrated to allow a better concentration on the mindfulness exercise while driving. The intervention started
by first playing an environment-centric block, followed by a self-centric block. After a repetition of both the
blocks, a last environment-centric block ended the exercise. In total, the mindfulness intervention lasted about 14
minutes. Throughout the study, we used this single exercise, as existing research suggests to repeat a mindfulness
exercise several times to unfold the effects [30].
3.1.3 Music Intervention. For the second intervention, we had the participants create an individual playlist with
a minimum of ten songs before starting the study. Each song on the playlist had to be explicitly annotated with
a positive experience of their life. Our approach follows the evidence that certain songs can induce positive
emotions by recalling connected positive autobiographical memories [29]. In the realm of psychotherapy, music
is a proven concept [41], and our more specific approach shows its impact in psychotherapeutic practice through
anecdotal evidence [5].
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 5, No. 1, Article 19. Publication date: March 2021.
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Table 1. Examples for both mindfulness content blocks (translated).

Block

Text passage

łNow focus your attention again on your surroundings, the traffic and the routines
Environment-centric in your car. What do you see before you? What is the scene in front of your
windshield?ž [...]

Self-centric

łNow expand your attention to perceive any body feelings you experience. Take a
moment to pause and simply allow yourself to observe all the sensations that are
present in your body without judging them good or bad and without trying to
change them in any way. Just perceive with openness and curiosity what is there.ž
[...]

Table 2. Sample excerpt of a playlist for the music intervention by one participant (translated).

Song

Artist

Anywhere

Passenger

Connected memories

łOur marriage vow (song quote: ‘I will go
anywhere with you’)ž
You Can’t Look Back
Taking Back Sunday łSong helped me through a difficult time
(strokes of my dad)ž
Full Steam Space Machine Royal Republic
łPushes me a lot when I am stressedž

On average, each participant had 15.6 songs on their playlist. Table 2 shows a excerpt of one participant’s
playlist. At the beginning of each music intervention, the intervention reminded the drivers by a short voice-based
instruction to enjoy the music and recall their memories. This instruction made no explicit links to specific
memories. After this short instruction, the playback of the driver’s playlist started. The intervention lasted a
minimum of 9 minutes or approximately three songs. The intervention terminated once the total playing time
exceeded 9 minutes, and the current song ended.

3.2

Study Setup

Prior works have explored and evaluated car-based interventions, and how drivers react to such interventions in
simulated or controlled driving conditions (like a pre-determined route/circuit for a short duration). The goal of
our work is to investigate when people react to in-car interventions during their regular day-to-day driving on
unconstrained public roads.
To this end, we conducted an IRB-approved study with 10 drivers and equipped them with one car each for
two months to deliver the interventions during their daily drives. The cars used in the study were prepared
for data collection in two ways: a) we installed equipment to record the cars’ Controller Area Network (CAN)
bus data and b) we retrofitted a smartphone, next to the car infotainment screen, to prompt self-reports, deliver
interventions, and collect driver feedback. We illustrate the in-car setup in Figure 1. In this section, we describe
the background of the participants, the car’s configuration, how we measured interventions’ outcome, and how
the interventions were delivered.
3.2.1 Participants. To seek participants for our study, we published a call for participation in the social network
of a large German company. A total of 54 people responded to the call for participation by completing a survey
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 5, No. 1, Article 19. Publication date: March 2021.
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Table 3. Summary of study cohort and their driving habits.

n

Age
(years)

Gender

Residence

Driving per
week (km)

Driving days
per week

Distance to
work (km)

Driving
experience
(years)

10

M = 37.2
SD = 8.4
min = 26
max = 55

Female = 4
Male = 6

Urban = 3
Rural = 7

M = 327.0
SD = 103.4
min = 100
max = 500

M = 6.8
SD = 0.4
min = 6
max = 7

M = 22.6
SD = 7.0
min = 14
max = 35

M = 20.2
SD = 8.1
min = 9
max = 38

about their personal circumstances and driving habits. We followed a purposive sampling strategy by weighting
demographics, life and family situations, and driving habits to sample a diverse set of daily commuters. We had a
final selection of 10 participants (4 female), who could be considered fairly typical commuters. All participants
had many years of driving experience and could be expected to interact responsibility while driving. All 10
participants cited the daily commute as the reason to own a car, and they also used their car for daily errands and
leisure activities over the week. During the entire two months of study we provided them with a car, including
insurance and unlimited mileage. We did not reimburse for fuel costs, and did not provide any monetary incentive
to participate in the study, drive the car, or respond to interventions. Table 3 shows a summary of the participants’
demographics and driving habits.
3.2.2 Collecting Car Data. Each of the study cars had a dedicated CAN bus recording system that we installed
before handing the cars over to the participants. As a central unit, we used an industrial-grade computing
system (Compulab IOT-GATE-iMX7) with Linux (Yocto) as the operating system [12, 70]. An external 1-terabyte
solid-state disk (SSD) drive was connected to the system so that all car sensor-based data could be recorded over
the entire two-month study period. The system passively listened to all messages on two CAN Low and High
wires by using a PEAK PCAN-USB Pro FD and two CAN crocodiles. A custom-written software continuously read
the raw signal on both busses and deciphered all messages. The observed CAN-busses contained powertrain (e.g.,
engine and steering wheel), vehicle dynamics (e.g., speed, acceleration, and GPS), and comfort (e.g., air-condition
and seat belt usage) messages.1 Although we recorded all signals in high frequency (> 1 MHz), our subsequent
analyses followed best practices with all data re-sampled to 10 Hz [21]. The system booted as soon as the ignition
was on and started the recording after 30 seconds to 1 minute. To prevent data loss and reliably stop all data
recording, the system was kept alive by a connected Bicker battery system (control unit: UPSI-1208D, battery:
BP-LFP-1025D) after the ignition was turned off. After two minutes on battery power, all systems stopped
recording and initiated a planned shutdown.
3.2.3 Affective State as a Proxy of Well-being. Empirical evidence indicates that higher levels of well-being lead
to higher resilience, and thus contribute to the prevention of mental illness [14, 58]. However, łwell-beingž is a
broad concept as it is interconnected with physical, mental, and social states. In this study we follow the approach
of other works and concentrate on affective well-being, which is a specific aspect of łwell-beingž and closely
related to mental health [2, 14, 15]. Affective well-being describes individual experiences in everyday life through
the frequency and intensity of various emotions such as joy, anger, or affection [14, 68].
Usually, affective well-being is measured by people responding to surveys that assess their affective state at
different points in time. In empirical research, the circumplex model is often used [57]. It allows the measurement
of the affective state along two dimensions: arousal and valence. Arousal indicates the degree of activation, i.e.,
1A

full list of the collected CAN signals are available in the supplementary material.
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(d)

Fig. 2. In-vehicle study smartphone app (screens translated). (a) and (b) show the pre- and post-driving questionnaire screens
for PANAS-SF and Affective Slider; (c) shows the intervention controls; and, (d) shows the recording screen for the immediate
impact voice questionnaire after an intervention.

how tired or energized someone is, and valence measures the degree of happiness. The composition of different
arousal and valence levels can describe more granular emotions such as excitement (high arousal and high
valence) or being angry (high arousal and low valence). The circumplex model has two advantages: first, the
measurement is rather effortless for participants; and second, arousal and valence measurements are used in
many contexts, e.g., for emotions [7], stress [37, 51], and even depression [56].
3.2.4 The In-Vehicle Protocol. In this sub-section, we describe the in-vehicle protocol followed by the participants
in each drive. It includes pre- and post-drive affective state self-reports, the actual intervention, and a voice-based
feedback to gauge the effectiveness of the intervention.
Pre- and Post-Driving Affective State. For each drive, we asked the drivers about their pre-driving (or baseline)
affective state and a post-driving state. The participants had to fill out a self-report using the study smartphone
(retrofitted in the car) before and after each driving session. The self-report questionnaire included PANAS-SF
(Positive and Negative Affect ScheduleśShort Form) [63, 68], followed by the Affective Slider [6] to assess their
current affective state. The PANAS-SF is a more concise version of the PANAS questionnaire, in which the
participants are asked about their current feeling of five positive affects (attentive, active, alert, determined,
and inspired) and five negative affects (upset, afraid, nervous, hostile, and ashamed). The combination of those
emotions reflect a more granular estimation of arousal and valence levels. The participants’ ratings for each
affect could range from 0 ("not at all") to 4 ("extremely") on a Likert scale. In contrast, the Affective Slider, as a
modern variant of the Self-Assessment Manikins [7], provides a simpler approach to measure arousal and valence,
and is especially suited for modern user interfaces and devices like smartphones. Participants could rate their
arousal and valence levels on two continuous scales from 0 (very low) to 100 (very high) with the Affective Slider.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show screenshots of both questionnaires.
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1. Pre-driving

3. Post-driving

2. Driving

Music,
Mindfulness or
no intervention

Pre-driving
questionnaire

Random choice

Drive on
public roads

Play
intervention

Around 1min

Instant

Unbounded

9min to 14min

Immediate
Answer
Answer
impact
questionnaire
Around
30 seconds

Dependency

Car

15
seconds

Drive on
public roads
Unbounded

Post-driving
questionnaire
Around 1min

Possible driver interactions

Standing (not driving)

Optional, only if the app selected an
intervention and the driver started it

Only in app

Driving

Only if driver completes the
intervention

Click controls via steering wheel,
infotainment system or app
Voice answers between 0 (no improvement
at all) and 4 (very strong improvement)

Fig. 3. Study procedure for each trip (screens translated).

The Intervention Delivery. Immediately after the pre-driving self-report, the smartphone would randomly
choose among three intervention cases: music intervention, mindfulness intervention, or no intervention. If an
intervention option is selected, the smartphone would present a play button (as illustrated in Figure 2(c)) to the
participant. Participants could start the intervention by clicking on the play button at any time during the drive.
Only when the participants click on the play button do they learn the type of intervention (music or mindfulness).
For safety purposes, the participants could always pause or cancel a running intervention during the drive.
Immediate Impact on Affect. To evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions, the smartphone would directly
ask a simple voice-based questionnaire after participants completed the intervention. The questionnaire consisted
of two questions about arousal and valence improvements, based on the Client Oriented Scale of Improvement
(COSI) [16]. Explicitly, the app asked the following two questions (translated): łAfter the intervention, do you
feel more aroused (respectively happier, on the second question) than before?ž After asking the questions, the
smartphone let drivers answer verbally, and recorded the responses. The participants could rate the intervention
impact on both dimensions via a Likert scale from 0 (łno improvement at allž) to 4 (łvery strong improvementž).
The smartphone screen during this phase is depicted in Figure 2(d).
Overall, the in-vehicle protocol can be separated into three segments: pre-driving, driving, and post-driving. In
Figure 3, we illustrate the three segments with the tasks involved in each.

3.3

Collected Data

We recorded a total of 1,009 trips during the study. Of the 1,009 trips, the smartphone app delivered based on the
previous explained random intervention delivery strategy no intervention for 325 trips and either a mindfulness
or music intervention for the remaining 684 trips. Given the in-the-wild nature of our study, we experienced
some CAN recording outages (e.g., due to problems with the hard drive), resulting in a total of 893 trips with
complete data (293 with no interventions, and 600 with interventions). Of the 600 instances where the smartphone
prompted an intervention, the participants started the intervention in 402 instances (67% response rate; 214
mindfulness interventions and 188 music interventions). Of the started interventions, the participants canceled
78 mindfulness interventions (37.5%) and 19 music interventions (10.9%); and 26 interventions (9 mindfulness and
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Fig. 4. Trip characteristics. (a) shows the number of trips by trip length intervals, aggregated for all participants; and, (b)
shows a GPS heatmap visualizing the trips of all participants in our study.

17 music) were inadvertently closed due to app crashes. Finally, the participants completed 285 interventions
(130 mindfulness and 155 music).2 The complete breakdown is summarized in Table 4.
Further, we provide insights about the number of trips and interventions completed by each participant in
Table 5. On average, each driver completed 100.9 trips during the two-month study period. Our app presented
each driver an average of 68.4 interventions, which is comparably split between mindfulness and music.
We conducted the study between September and November 2019, during which the participants drove for more
than 340 hours and 17,000 kilometers. The participants drove uninstructed on public roads, mostly around the
Greater Stuttgart area, and also made several trips across southern Germany, as shown in Figure 4(b). An average
trip lasted 22.4 minutes (SD=19.5 minutes) and 18.6 kilometers (SD=25.2 kilometers). On average, participants
started the interventions within 1.2 minutes (SD=4.9 minutes) after they started driving. The average drive time
remaining after an intervention started was 16.1 minutes (SD=17.5 minutes). We illustrate variation in trip lengths
in Figure 4(a).

3.4

Analysis Plan

The goal of our work is to understand when users interact with in-vehicle interventions in daily driving conditions.
Our analyses can be divided into four broad categories:
(1) Impact of general trip characteristics and pre-trip affective state: We evaluated how certain general trip
related information, i.e., information available before a participant starts driving, and a driver’s internal
affective state relate with drivers’ responsiveness to the upcoming in-vehicle interventions. Some examples
of trip characteristics include the time of the day, weather, trip distance, and traffic flow.
2 We

note that none of the drivers completed an intervention before they started driving. They either started driving after starting an
intervention or started an intervention at some point they found suitable during their drive.
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(2) Impact of situational driving characteristics: We evaluated how various in-the-moment driving variables,
e.g., speed of the car, brake usage, number of stops, sudden brake events, and steering movement, relate
with drivers’ responsiveness to interventions.
(3) Identifying łnegativež driving situations: We analyzed and identified driving situations which negate the
positive impact of the interventions. These situations could be used as markers for delivering in-vehicle
affective interventions to maximize the intervention’s effectiveness.
(4) Impact of in-vehicle interventions on driving behavior: We evaluated whether engaging with interventions
while driving affected the participants’ driving behavior.
For analyses (1) and (2), we operationalize responsiveness to interventions with two variables:
• Response rate: The ratio of interventions started by the drivers over all presented interventions.
• Cancellation rate: The ratio of interventions explicitly cancelled by the drivers over all the started interventions.
Since we had repeated measurements from participants, our analyses used mixed-effects models to inspect the
effect of the various independent variables, with the 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡_𝑖𝑑 as the random effect. Given the exploratory
nature of our analyses, we calculated several independent variables to capture the complexity of driving behavior, thus increasing the chances of multicollinearity. To address this issue, in all our analyses, we iteratively
removed variables with high Variance Inflaction Factor (VIF), i.e., VIF > 10, from our model, as recommended by
James et al. [27].
Table 4. Summary of responsiveness to interventions. The percentage of total number of trips is presented in brackets.

Total Count

Not Started Started

Trips
Intervention / no intervention

1,009 (100%)
684 (68%) / 325 (32%)

Trips with CAN data
Intervention / no intervention

893 (89%)
600 (59%) / 293 (29%)

Trips with CAN data and interventions
of those mindfulness / music

Cancelled Completed

600 (59%)

198 (20%)

402 (40%)

97 (10%)

285 (28%)

-

-

214 (21%) /
188 (19%)

78 (8%) /
19 (2%)

130 (13%) /
155 (15%)

Table 5. Overview of trips and interventions across the participants.

Mean CI-95% Lower limit Upper limit
Completed trips
Delivered interventions
Mindfulness
Music

100.9

±20.4

80.5

121.3

68.4
36.1
32.3

±14.4
±8.7
±6.0

54.0
27.4
26.3

82.8
44.8
38.3
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4 EVALUATION
In this section, we analyze and present our findings on when users interact with in-vehicle interventions, based
on the four categories mentioned in Section 3.4.

4.1

Impact of General Trip Characteristics and Pre-trip Affective State

In this section, we evaluate how various pre-trip factors that could be known at the beginning of a trip relate
to the drivers’ responsiveness to in-vehicle interventions. These factors can be broken into two types: extrinsic
factors, which include łexternalž trip information such as time, weather or route, and intrinsic factors which
describe the drivers’ łinternalž affective state before the start of the trip. We present a list of the factors in Table 6.
We argue that a driver is consciously or subconsciously aware of various factors used in our analysis. When
commuting between home and work, people can typically estimate the expected traffic flow, the route they are
taking, time spent on highways, and their estimated commute time since this is part of their daily routine. The
same also applies to other routine trips (e.g., going for groceries), where several trip-related factors can be known
apriori. When driving to completely new (or less-frequented) destinations, it is reasonable to assume they use the
navigation system in their car or on their phone, thus getting the relevant trip information.
First, we detail how we calculated the various variables for this analysis.
• Time related variables: These were calculated trivially by using the time at which a participant started
driving.
• Weather related variables: We used a publicly available API to determine the weather at the time and
location at which a participant started driving [52]. The weather was categorized as sunny, foggy, or cloudy.
In addition to the general weather, we used the CAN data to check if wipers were active during the trip to
determine if it was raining.
• Length of trip: We used the CAN data to calculate the total time taken for the trip and the total distance of
the trip. We also included a boolean variable to capture if the trip length was longer than the intervention
duration.
• Trip-condition related variables: Using the CAN data, we calculated the number of times the car stopped
during a trip, or if there were other occupants in the car. In addition, we calculated the traffic flow for a
trip as the ratio of the actual driving speed to the allowed speed limits of the driven roads. We determined
the speed limit by querying a publicly available TomTom map service based on the GPS locations of the
trips [64]. To account for the repetition of interventions, we included the variable to count the number of
times interventions were prompted (for response rate) and started (for cancellation rate) to the participant
until that time.
• Route related variables: We used the GPS locations from the CAN data to calculate the percentage of
time a participant spent on different road types. We again used the TomTom map API to determine road
types: minor roads (e.g., parking lots, or one-lane streets), major roads (e.g., major urban roads, or larger
countryside roads) and highways (or expressways) [64]. Further, we used the start and end locations for
each trip and applied the DBSCAN algorithm to generate location clusters [18]. We generated clusters
with a radius of 100 meters and a minimum of 10 samples per cluster. The rationale for 10 samples was
to identify frequently visited locations, e.g., grocery store or a favorite restaurant. We marked the most
frequently occurring cluster at the starting location of the first drive of each day and the ending location of
each day’s last drive as home. We marked the most frequently occurring cluster at the ending location of
drive till 10 a.m. (with no trips for the next two hours, to account for situations where participants might
stop by a store or a bakery on their way to work) and starting location between 2:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. on
weekdays as work. We marked all other clusters as others.
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Fig. 5. Prediction results of intervention interactions. In (a), the model predicts whether drivers will start an intervention
(response rate); in (b), the model predicts whether drivers will cancel a started intervention (cancellation rate).

To account for routine trips, we merged the location information into larger categories. We included
commute variables (home → work, and work → home). We also included a variable to account for regular
trips, i.e., trips between the identified location clusters that were not łcommutes.ž Finally, trips where the
start or end location did not belong to any of the clusters were marked as łothers.ž
• Affective State: We used the participant’s response to the Affective Slider (AS), and the PANAS-SF questionnaire at the start of the drive to model the participant’s internal state to observe if that influences the
participant’s responsiveness to the intervention.
We report the results of the mixed-effect models for the three outcome variables (response rate, mindfulness
cancellation rate, and music cancellation rate) in Table 6. For clarity, we simply highlight the positive or negative
associations of the independent variables with the outcome variables. We include the complete model output in
supplementary materials.
From Table 6, we observe that participants were more likely to cancel mindfulness interventions in foggy
conditions (𝑝 = 0.019). Next, trip duration had a significant positive association on response rate and a negative
association with music intervention cancellation, i.e., participants were more likely to respond in longer trips
(𝑝 = 0.041), and less likely to cancel music interventions during longer trips (𝑝 = 0.028). Next, we found that
if the trip duration was greater than the intervention duration, the participants were more likely to respond
to the intervention (𝑝 < 0.001). This is an interesting finding that suggests that the participants had possibly
acclimatized themselves to the intervention duration and hence did not start the intervention if they thought
that the trip length duration was shorter than the intervention. Nevertheless, during longer trips the participants
were less likely to cancel the mindfulness (𝑝 < 0.001) or the music interventions (𝑝 < 0.001).
Further, we observed that traffic flow had a significant positive association with response rate (𝑝 = 0.028), i.e.,
fewer traffic congestions led to higher response rate. Next, we found that the presence of passengers in the car
significantly reduced the likelihood of responding to the intervention (𝑝 < 0.001), and significantly increased the
likelihood of canceling the mindfulness intervention (𝑝 = 0.02). Interestingly, the presence of passengers did not
have any association with the cancellation of the music intervention. Further, the number of prior interventions
had a negative association with the response rate (𝑝 = 0.029), i.e., the response rate to interventions reduced as
the study progressed.
Next, we found that participants were less likely to cancel the music interventions if the drive included a
higher percentage of major roads (𝑝 = 0.003) or highways (𝑝 = 0.01) when compared to minor roads. Further,
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Table 6. Effects of general trip characteristics and affective state on in-vehicle intervention responsiveness. A detailed table
with all the variables and the respective coefficients is available in the supplementary document.

Response rate

TIME

vs. workday
vs. rest of day
vs. rest of day
vs. dark

WEATHER

Fog
Sunny
Rain

vs. cloudy
vs. cloudy
vs. none

LENGTH

Time
Distance
Trip length >
intervention duration

in min.
in km
yes/no

CONDITION

Traffic flow
Stops
Other occupants
Number of interventions

ratio
count per min.
vs. none
count

ROUTE

% major road time
% highway time
Regular trip
Commute home → work
Commute work → home

0 to 1
0 to 1
vs. other trip
vs. other trip
vs. other trip

AS

Arousal
Valence

0 (low) to
100 (high)

PANAS-SF +

Active
Alert
Attentive
Determined
Inspired

0 (not at all)
to
4 (extremely)

PANAS-SF -

Both
Weekend
Morning / 5am - noon
Evening / noon - 8pm
Daylight

Upset
Afraid
Nervous
Hostile
Ashamed

0 (not at all)
to
4 (extremely)

n (trips)
cond. R2
marg. R2

Cancellation rate
Mindfulness

Music

+*
+^
−*

+*
+***
+*
−***
−*

−***
+^
+*

−**

−^
−**
−*

+*
+*

−*
+^

+*
+^

402 started vs.
198 not started
0.300
0.254

78 cancelled vs.
139 completed
0.585
0.446

19 cancelled vs.
169 completed
0.215

+ = significant increase, − = significant decrease; ^: 𝑝 < 0.1, ∗: 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗: 𝑝 < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗: 𝑝 < 0.001
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participants were more likely to respond to the interventions during their daily commute, i.e., home → work
(𝑝 = 0.018) and work → home (𝑝 = 0.025). This result suggests that daily commute is a good time to deliver
interventions, since participants are more likely to start the intervention. Finally, we found that if the participants
were feeling upset, they were less likely to cancel the mindfulness intervention (𝑝 = 0.02), but more likely cancel
the intervention if they were nervous (𝑝 = 0.049).
4.1.1 Predicting Responsiveness Using General Trip Characteristics and Pre-trip Affective State. Since the statistical
analysis revealed several significant associations between the general trip characteristics and the driver’s pre-trip
affective state towards the responsiveness to interventions, we decided to test the feasibility of building machinelearning models for this task. We used Random Forests to build models to predict the participants’ response and
cancellation.3 To understand how different factor groups influence model prediction, we built three types of
models, (a) using just the affective states of the participant, (b) using just the extrinsic trip characteristics, and (c)
using a combination of affective states and extrinsic trip characteristics. The reasoning is that the approximation
of trip characteristics such as route or traffic can be achieved by navigational systems or analysis of past travel
patterns [26]; detecting the affective state, however, is a more challenging task and is an area of active research [55].
Our models are only based on the features of our prior statistical analysis; we added no additional information.4
To evaluate model performance, we conducted leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-validation. To compare
the model performance with a baseline, we implemented a biased random classifier, randomly predicting the
outcome based on the distribution of labels in the training set (e.g., if the intervention was łstartedž in 67% of the
cases in the training data, then the baseline classifier would randomly predict łstartedž with 67% probability). We
present the results in Figure 5.
We observed ś for both model types (response and cancellation) ś that the performance by using only the trip
characteristics was similar to the performance achieved by a combination of trip characteristics and affective
state. When predicting whether a participant would respond to an intervention prompt, the combined model
had an F1-score of 0.81, which was 24.6% higher than the baseline F1-score of 0.65. Similarly, when predicting
whether a participant would cancel a started intervention, the combined model had an F1-score of 0.52, which
was 188.9% higher than the baseline F1-score of 0.18. We present other metrics for evaluation, like accuracy,
precision, and recall in Figure 5. To present a balanced outlook, our models were optimized for high F1-score.
Depending on the intervention design, the model could be optimized to high recall (risk of higher false positives)
or high precision (risk of finding fewer trips to deliver interventions).
We believe that all trip-related factors (distance, duration, traffic flow, weather, occupants, etc.) can be effectively
estimated even before a person starts driving, by leveraging a combination of driving history, smartphones (or
navigation system), and other in-car sensors. Our results therefore suggest that future intervention systems could
predict a person’s responsiveness to in-vehicle interventions even before the person starts driving.
4.1.2 Inspecting Model Explainability. To further understand the reasoning behind the machine-learning models’
predictions, we investigate the SHAPley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) values for the combined (trip characteristics
and affective states) models [42, 43]. Figure 6 summarizes the SHAP values. The plot explains how a prediction
is influenced by the features in our dataset. It contains two major types of information: (1) the y-axis lists the
features from top to bottom in descending order of importance, and (2) the x-axis shows how each feature value
influences model prediction. Each ‘dot’ represents a data-point from our dataset, and their position on the x-axis
informs the degree of positive or negative impact the feature values have on the final model outcome. The color
represents the range of the feature values, with ‘blue’ dots representing the lowest value of the feature and the
3 Random

Forests are simple, yet robust classifiers as they perform reasonably well without over-fitting. Further, Künzler et al. demonstrated
the effectiveness of using Random Forests in detecting receptivity to Just-in-Time Adaptive Interventions (JITAI) [39].
4 For cancellations, we combined cancellation of mindfulness and music interventions into one model. We included an additional variable to
represent the type of intervention.
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−0.2 −0.1
0.0
0.1
SHAP value (impact on model output)
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Cancellation rate model
Trip len. > intervention dur.
Time (in min.)
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Distance (in km)
% minor road time
Stops (per min.)
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Arousal (AS)
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Fig. 6. SHAP values of the 15 most important features for the combined models. (a) shows the SHAP values for the response
prediction model and (b) shows the SHAP values for the cancellation prediction model. The y-axis lists the features from top
to bottom in descending order of importance, and the x-axis shows how each feature value influences model prediction.

‘red’ dots representing the highest value of the features. Data samples with equal SHAP values are vertically
stacked for better readability. For example, in Figure 6(a), high ‘Occupants’ value (i.e., presence of occupants) has
a negative impact on response rate, suggesting a lower likelihood of response. Using these characteristics of the
SHAP plot, we can investigate what data was most relevant for a prediction within our machine-learning models,
providing further insights into the responsiveness towards in-vehicle intervention. We found some variables
like time, traffic flow, and presence of other passengers showed significant effects in the statistical analysis as
well as the model prediction. It is interesting, however, to observe that variables like Determined, Arousal, and
Attentive, which did not show a significant association in the statistical analysis, show high importance and
good separability in the machine-learning model to predict whether participants will respond to the intervention
prompt. Further, commute variables ś which showed significant associations during statistical analysis ś did not
influence the model output. This analysis shows that ś beyond the linear relationships between the independent
variables and responsiveness metrics ś non-linear relations exist, e.g., the commute variable can potentially be
substituted by a combination of time of day, day of the week, and % of time on the different road types. Thus,
the machine-learning models suggest that a decision to start an intervention could depend on the interplay of
several factors.

4.2

Impact of Situational Driving Characteristics

In this section, we evaluate how various dynamically changing in-the-moment driving characteristics related
to responsiveness to interventions. Initially, we planned to include all the 402 started interventions for this
analysis. However, we noticed some challenges with how participants interacted with the interventions. We
found that most of the time, the participants started the intervention before they started driving. Since the goal
of this analysis is to evaluate how łdrivingž characteristics relate to the participant’s choice to start or cancel an
intervention, we could not analyze all started interventions. Thus, we only considered interventions that were
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started or canceled after the car started moving, resulting in a total of 103 started intervention prompts and 59
canceled interventions.
To effectively evaluate the momentary characteristics of when participants started an intervention prompt, we
followed a window-based approach. We marked the time when the interventions were started as started events.
We considered a 15-second window before each started event, to reflect their most recent driving experience. In
addition, we also considered a 15-second window after the started event, to account for the łto be expectedž driving
situations. We used the two different windows to calculate several situational characteristics (like acceleration and
brake events) and used those characteristics as the independent variables for our analyses.5 The intent was to find
associations by accounting for factors the participants had recently experienced and the factors the participants
were about to experience. To compare, we sampled every minute after driving start and before the participant
started the intervention and marked them as waiting-to-start events. We then considered 15-second windows
around these waiting-to-start events. In total, we had 103 started events and 486 waiting-to-start events.
Similarly, to evaluated when participants decided to cancel an intervention; we calculated driving characteristics
in the 15-second window before and after each canceled event. To compare, we marked each minute between the
intervention start time and cancellation time as an on-going event, and calculated 15-second windows before and
after the on-going events. For our analysis, we had a total of 59 canceled events and 689 on-going events.
In addition to evaluating the association of momentary driving variables on starting and canceling the interventions, we also decided to evaluate moments the drivers thought were suitable for an intervention. We assume
that if the drivers did not find the current situation suitable, they would have waited to start the intervention,
and if they already started an intervention and encountered unsuitable moments, they would have canceled
the intervention. For each minute, we marked the event as suitable, if the intervention was running at that
time, or unsuitable, if the intervention was not running at that time. We followed the aforementioned method of
considering 15-second windows before and after each event to capture the driving characteristics. Further, if an
intervention running for at least 1 minute was canceled, we assumed that the upcoming times were unsuitable.
We thus marked the 10 minutes after such cancellations as unsuitable and applied the same window calculation
method as before mentioned. For clarity, we diagram how the window were calculated in each of the three
analyses in Figure 7.
For all three analyses in this section, in addition to the situational driving characteristics calculated in the
15-second windows, we also included variables to represent the current state of the trip and the car at the time of
an event, e.g., % of trip distance passed, type of road (highway, major, minor), speed, if the vehicle was accelerating,
or if the vehicle had any lateral acceleration (i.e., going through a curve). We report the results for the analyses
in Table 7. For brevity, we only include the variables that showed some significant association in Table 7. The
complete output of the mixed-effects model is provided in the supplementary material.
From Table 7, we observe, for starting an intervention, that participants were more likely to start at times
the vehicle was not accelerating (𝑝 = 0.005). Next, participants were less likely to start if some turn signal
events (suggesting turns or overtaking) had recently occurred (𝑝 = 0.039). We also found that participants were
more likely to start the intervention after sudden brake events (𝑝 = 0.004; potentially resulting in a drop in
speed, or maybe even a stop, thereby making the participants more likely to interact).6 Further, we observed
that participants were less likely to start an intervention if there were upcoming lateral acceleration events
(𝑝 = 0.011), i.e., driving through a curve or bend. Further, participants were more likely to start an intervention
after higher acceleration (𝑝 < 0.001) or higher deceleration periods (𝑝 = 0.006) or they expected to encounter
higher acceleration (𝑝 < 0.001) or deceleration periods (𝑝 = 0.002) in the next 15 seconds.
5 We

provide a detailed list of the various independent variables considered for analyses in this section in the supplementary material.
certain events like pressing the gas pedal, or braking, we included two levels of measurements. The first was the regular event, i.e.,
pressing on the gas pedal or pressing the brakes; the other was to measure a sudden increase in the intensity of these signals, i.e., sudden
acceleration or sudden braking. We used a peak-detection algorithm on different CAN data elements to determine such łsuddenž events.
6 For
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DRIVING BEHAVIOR
AND
VEHICLE SITUATION
(next 15 sec.)

DRIVING BEHAVIOR
AND
VEHICLE SITUATION
(last 15 sec.)

CURRENT
SITUATION

Table 7. Effects of situational trip characteristics (interactions with interventions only while already driving). A detailed
table with all the variables and the respective coefficients is available in the supplementary document.

% of trip distance
Highway (vs. major road)
Accelerate (vs. no change)
Lateral activity (vs. none)
Low speed events
Low beam ratio
Turn signal events
Sudden gas pedal events
Sudden brake events
Avg. speed
Avg. acceleration
Avg. deceleration
Avg. steering angle
Steering events
Stopped events
Low speed events
Turn signal events
Brake events
Lateral acceleration events
Sudden brake events
Sudden steering events
Avg. acceleration
Avg. deceleration
Avg. steering angle
n (windows)
cond. R2
marg. R2

Start
Intervention

Cancel
Intervention

Both

Both
+***

−**

−*

−**
−*

+**
+***
+**

+^
−*
−^
+***
+**
103 started vs.
486 waiting to
start
0.418
0.390

Suitable (vs.
unsuitable
periods)
Both
−***
+***

+***
+*

−^
+***
−**
−^
+***
−**

+*
+**
−^
−*
+^
+***
+*
−***
59 cancelled
vs. 689
on-going
0.365
0.363

3,953 suitable
vs. 766
unsuitable
0.167
0.075

+ = significant increase, − = significant decrease; ^: 𝑝 < 0.1, ∗: 𝑝 < 0.05,
∗∗: 𝑝 < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗: 𝑝 < 0.001; / = removed variable due to multicollinearity
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(with features 15 sec. before
and 15 sec. after the center)

1)

1-minute shift

Fig. 7. Window calculation for an example trip where an intervention was started and subsequently canceled.

For canceling an intervention, we observed that participants were more likely to cancel interventions later
in their trip, and if they were not experiencing any lateral acceleration the time of cancellation. Like starting
the intervention, the participants were less likely to cancel if some turn signal events (𝑝 = 0.015) had recently
occurred. Since starting and canceling the intervention require similar actions (i.e., clicking on the smartphone), it
is reasonable that the participants are less likely to do such actions if they have recently made a turn or overtook
someone. Further, we observed that the participants were more likely to cancel if they expected future steering
activity (including sudden steering events, 𝑝 < 0.001) or wanted to stop the car (𝑝 = 0.002). However, if the
expected steering angle was high, e.g., turning at an intersection or parking, they were less likely to click on
cancel (𝑝 =< 0.001; possibly because they were engaged in a demanding driving activity which did not permit
any other action).
Finally, we analyzed suitable vs. unsuitable periods and found that the interventions were more likely to be
running early in the trip (𝑝 = 0.001). Further, the interventions were more likely to be running on highways than
major or minor roads (𝑝 < 0.001). Finally, we found that interventions were more likely to be running if the
participants experienced higher low beam ratio (𝑝 < 0.001) (i.e., the fraction of time low beam was turned on),
fewer turn signal events (𝑝 = 0.003), higher average speed (𝑝 < 0.001), and lower steering angles (𝑝 = 0.006). These
results suggest that participants were more likely to be running the interventions if they were not experiencing
challenging driving scenarios, i.e., they were driving in a relatively straight path, on highways, with few turns and
high average speed. These results are consistent with prior findings that drivers are more open to interruptions
in straight roads [33, 34, 60].

4.3

Identifying łNegativež Driving Situations

As mentioned in Section 3.2, after the participants completed an intervention, they provided verbal feedback
about the improvement in arousal and valence levels on a scale from 0 (łno improvement at allž) to 4 (łvery strong
improvementž). In our prior work, we used this feedback to evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention [36].
Although we found the intervention led to immediate improvement captured by the driver’s voice rating directly
after an intervention, we observed no consistent improvement when comparing the pre- and post-driving
questionnaires (PANAS-SF and Affective Slider). For example, in the pre-driving questionnaire, a driver rated
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their arousal level as 50 (on a scale of 1-100); after the intervention, the driver rated the improvement in arousal
as ‘2’ (i.e., moderate improvement); in the post-drive questionnaire, however, the driver rated their arousal
level as 40; thus suggesting that even though they found the intervention to be helpful, their arousal levels
at the end of the drive decreased. We hypothesize that some events occurred between when the intervention
ended and when the drive ended, which negated the interventions’ positive impact. We argue that these events
could be used as markers to deliver in-vehicle affective interventions more targeted in the future to maximize
the intervention’s effectiveness. In this section, we explore how various driving situations might negate the
intervention’s effectiveness.
Table 8. Identifying łnegativež driving situations. The model for Arousal with intervention impact > 3 had few datapoints,
due to which the model did not converge. Hence, we do not report those results. A detailed table with all the variables and
the respective coefficients is available in the supplementary document.

Min. immediate
intervention impact
Time (in min.)
Steering events (per min.)
Stopped ratio
Low speed ratio
Low speed events (per min.)
Low beam ratio
Turn signal ratio
Wiper active ratio
Sudden gas pedal events (per min.)
Lateral acceleration events (per min.)
Sudden steering events (per min.)
Avg. speed
Avg. deceleration
Avg. steering angle
Avg. steering speed
n (trips)
cond. R2
marg. R2

Arousal
>0

>1

>2

+^
−*

−^
+*

−*
/

+^
−^
−*
/

+^
+^

/
+*

−*
185
143
84
0.215
0.174 0.228 0.459

Valence
>3
-

>0

>1

>2

>3

/

/

−^

−^

−*
+**

+*

−*

−^

−**

−*

/

/

−**
+^
−**

−*

/

/

/

/

+**

+*

+**
−*

+*
−*

187
150
111
63
0.527
0.168 0.173 0.229 0.427

+ = significant increase, − = significant decrease; ^: 𝑝 < 0.1, ∗: 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗: 𝑝 < 0.01,
∗ ∗ ∗: 𝑝 < 0.001; / = removed variable due to multicollinearity

For this analysis we consider arousal and valence separately, using the delta between the pre- and postdriving affective states as the dependent variable. We evaluated several models for various minimum immediate
improvement due to the interventions (i.e., improvement of > 0, > 1, > 2, or > 3). The reasoning behind building
multiple models for various improvement levels was that we hypothesized that certain events could łnegatež
small improvements in the affective state, but may not negate larger improvements. For independent variables,
we calculated several driving events from the CAN data. Broadly, we used the same events as Section 4.2, like
speed, acceleration, and braking, but changed the time-period represented by these variables. We calculated
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these variables over the entire period between when the intervention ended and when the drive ended. Hence,
instead of using absolute event counts (as in Section 4.2), we used events per minute, i.e., the fraction unique
events in a given period and the total number of minutes in that period. For some variables, we also calculated
the event ratio, i.e., the fraction of the total duration of an event in a given time-period and the total length of the
time period. For example, in stop-and-go traffic a vehicle stopped ten times in 15-minutes, amounting to a total
stopped duration of 5 minutes, resulting in a stop_event of 0.66 (10/15), and a stop_ratio of 0.33 (5/15). By
contrast, in heavy traffic a vehicle could stop once for 15 minutes, resulting in a stop_event of 0.06 (1/15) and
a stop_ratio of 1.0 (15/15). Thus, events per minute and event ratios provide a standardized way to capture
driving situations for different periods of time. We present a list of these variables in the supplementary materials.
We present the result of the mixed-effects models in Table 8. Again, for brevity, we only present variables that
showed significant associations. The complete output of the models is available in the supplementary material.
We found that certain events, like higher stopped ratio (i.e., being stuck in traffic for longer), frequent sudden
steering events, higher average speed (possibly driving on the highway), and higher average steering speed, had
negative associations with arousal levels, especially when the immediate intervention effect was small (i.e., > 0
or > 1). Similarly, for valence, we observed that frequent steering events, longer wiper active ratio (probably
because of rain), frequent sudden steering events, and average steering speed, negative associations with valence
levels, even when the immediate intervention effect was high.
We believe these are important findings and future intervention designs could leverage these łnegativež
variables to be better inform when to deliver more targeted affective well-being interventions, hence maximizing
their effectiveness and improving participants’ overall well-being.

4.4

Impact of In-Vehicle Interventions on Driving Behavior

The safety of drivers while they interact with in-vehicle interventions is of paramount importance. It is crucial
that interacting and engaging with interventions should not cause a major distraction for the drivers, nor should
interacting with interventions induce negative driving behaviors among the drivers, e.g., lane deviations, speeding,
or sudden braking. In our study design, we randomly prompted the drivers with interventions during 66% of the
drives. In the remaining 34% of drives, no interventions were prompted. In this section, we evaluate whether
interacting with interventions showed associations with driving behavior: that is, was there a difference in
the participants’ driving behavior during drives where participants engaged with the intervention compared
to drives with no interventions? To this end, we started by comparing the 285 drives where the participants
completed an intervention with the 293 drives where no interventions were prompted. We used the same driving
events as in Section 4.3 and calculated them over the entire trip duration ś we provide a detailed list of all the
driving events used for this analysis in the supplementary material. We break down the analysis by intervention
type (130 mindfulness interventions and 155 music interventions) and present the results in Table 9. For the
mindfulness intervention, we observed the stopped ratio was higher in drives with intervention. For the music
intervention, we found drivers had lower high-speed ratio, lower turn signal ratio, lower average steering speed
and angle in drives where the interventions were completed. While there are some interesting observations, like
high-speed ratio, other significant variables like stopped ratio and turn signal ratio highlight the heterogeneity
among the trips. It is possible that the variability in routes being compared lead to the current observations, thus
not revealing any significant association with driving behaviors.
Therefore, to account for a more constrained scenario and to reduce the variability in road and trip characteristics, we decided to evaluate associations of intervention and driving only on the commute drives for the
participants (home → work and work → home).7 We present the results in Table 9. We found that participants
7 This

analysis only includes events where the participants directly went from home to work or from work to home. We did not consider
scenarios where the participants may have stopped somewhere else on their commute.
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Table 9. Effects of interventions on driving behavior. A detailed table with all the variables and the respective coefficients is
available in the supplementary document.

All trips
Mindfulness
Stopped ratio
Stopped events (per min.)
High speed ratio
Turn signal ratio
Brake events (per min.)
Sudden brake events (per min.)
Avg. steering angle
Avg. steering speed
n (trips)
cond. R2
marg. R2

Commute trips
Music

Mindfulness

Music

+*
−^
+^

−*
−**

+*
−*
+*

/

−*

−**
−*
130 with vs.
293 w/o
intervention
0.108

155 with vs.
293 w/o
intervention
0.118
0.104

−*
49 with vs. 58
w/o
intervention
0.188

49 with vs. 58
w/o
intervention
0.196

+ = significant increase, − = significant decrease; ^: 𝑝 < 0.1, ∗: 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗: 𝑝 < 0.01,
∗ ∗ ∗: 𝑝 < 0.001; / = removed variable due to multicollinearity

had more brake events during drives in which they engaged with the mindfulness intervention, and had lower
high-speed ratio, fewer sudden brake events, and lower average steering speed during the drives with the music
intervention.
It is reassuring to see that there were not many variables that changed significantly between drives with
interventions and drives without interventions. In fact, the results suggest that during the music intervention,
the participants had a more łrelaxedž drive ś lower duration of driving over the speed limit, fewer sudden brake
events, and lower average steering speed.

5 QUALITATIVE FEEDBACK BY PARTICIPANTS
To understand the participants’ subjective experiences with the interventions, we conducted an hour-long semistructured interview with each participant at the end of the study. We recorded the interviews and transcribed
them for our analysis. We conducted the interview before any quantitative analyses, so neither we nor the
participants were aware of our findings during their interview. In this section, we outline the qualitative feedback
we received about the participants’ interaction with interventions.
All participants were consistent in their evaluation of suitable driving situations to interact with the interventions. Participants preferred highways or straight roads over city roads to interact with interventions. Participants
mentioned that it was the complexity of the driving task and the surroundings that influenced their decision
(łRather not in city traffic with many crossings and traffic lights", łon the highway [with a steady flow] I concentrate
on them best"). P-9 summarized both of these aspects: łAs I said, since my commute is always half an hour anyway,
90% of it is monotonous highway travel. This has actually always fit well. So, if I would have driven half an hour
through the city center with many traffic lights and pedestrians, I would have probably found it more than annoying."
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Another factor that echoed across all participants was that they knew their daily commute well and were able to
plan their interaction with the intervention. Several participants could reflect on her commute in great detail;
P-6 stated, łHalf of the distance is great, country road, about 100 [km/h], it runs fast. . . . Then I come into the closer
district around Stuttgart, which means only red lights, stop and go. . . . In the morning, usually 35-45 minutes. In the
afternoon rather 45-60 minutes." ; P-10 described her commute as, łI have a three-quarter hour drive [and] the traffic
jam situations only come closer to the end." Finally, participants mentioned the influence of occupants as a barrier
to interact with the interventions. Specifically, the mindfulness exercise was mostly perceived by occupants as
boring because it was clearly adapted for the driver, P-2 describes the feeling of his wife: łmy wife has often said
that she doesn’t want to listen to it. . . as it is boring for her.ž The music intervention was more appropriate with
others and unpopular only with certain occupants. For example, drivers with children even struggled because
P-8 knew that his łdaughter just wants to hear something completely different. That’s when [he] didn’t even start it."
Further, some participants mentioned that the mindfulness intervention caused too much distraction and a
substantial cognitive burden. For the mindfulness intervention, participants stated that they łcould concentrate
well on the exercisež when they drove on straight streets or with little surrounding traffic (e.g. highways). However,
as soon as they łhad to concentrate more on the trafficž (e.g., in city traffic in which more driving interaction was
necessary), they struggled with the intervention. Four participants reported that it was not a serious problem,
as they only focused on the traffic in those situations and ignored the exercise. Some drivers thought that the
increased cognitive load from the mindfulness intervention in heavy-traffic situations was a potential safety risk.
In particular, two participants felt łextremely distracted at timesž and one even called the mindfulness exercise in
such occasions as łdangerousž. This observation, however, seems to be driver dependent, e.g., P-6 felt that he was
driving more calmly due to the mindfulness intervention, especially compared to his usual łaggressivež driving:
łI have sometimes questioned my own behavioral patterns or ways of thinking during the intervention or especially
afterwards. . . just be a bit more relaxed, roll along. . . ."
In contrast, the participants participants did not have any concerns with the music intervention while driving,
due to the lower levels of engagement. P-10 described her experience with these lower levels of engagement with
the music intervention as łit’s just that sometimes you don’t have to listen.ž However, none of the drivers reported
any beneficial effects on their driving behavior.

6 DISCUSSION
In this work, we took the first step towards understanding how drivers interact with in-vehicle well-being
interventions in unconstrained driving environments. In this section, we discuss the implications of our findings
along with the limitations of our work.

6.1

Implications

We found that several general trip characteristics, i.e., information available before a participant starts driving,
relate with the drivers’ responsiveness to the upcoming in-vehicle interventions. Specifically, we found that traffic
flow, trip duration, other occupants, and type of trip (commute) had significant associations with the interventions’
response rate. Quantitative evidence showing that participants were more likely to start interventions while
commuting is an important result for in-vehicle interventions, given the amount of time people spend traveling
to-and-from work. During the post-study interviews, participants confirmed the advantages of interacting with
an intervention while commuting as they already knew the route, often did it alone, and enjoyed the change in
pace during a routine drive.
Further, we found variables like weather, time spent on various road types, and participants’ affective states
had significant associations with the interventions’ cancellation rate. Next, we built machine-learning models to
predict participants’ responsiveness to interventions and found that these models performed substantially better
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than a biased-random classifier. These results suggest that it is possible to predict whether a participant will
respond to an in-vehicle intervention even before they start driving. Our findings could inform how researchers
design their in-vehicle interventions in the future, by potentially choosing to deliver interventions only during
the drives where the participants are more likely to start, and less likely to cancel the intervention.
We also found that several in-situ driving characteristics showed significant associations with: (a) whether the
drivers would start the intervention; (b) whether the drivers would cancel the intervention; and (c) whether a
period was suitable for an intervention. Overall we found that participants favored straight roads (particularly
highways) where they expected few łsuddenž events (like braking or acceleration). The qualitative feedback
supports this finding as participants mentioned that such conditions were favorable for interventions. These
results are consistent with prior findings that drivers are more open to interruptions in straight roads [33, 34, 60].
In the future, researchers could integrate with navigation systems of vehicles to determine periods of such
opportune moments to schedule interventions, thus providing the drivers with the best chance to interact and
engage with the intervention.
Next, we identified several driving situations that showed significant statistical effects in negating the positive
impact of an intervention. Specifically, events like higher stopped ratio, higher average speed, and higher average
steering speed had negative associations with arousal; and events like frequent steering events, rainy weather,
sudden steering movements, and higher average steering speed had negative associations with valence. We
argue that future intervention designs could identify these łnegativež events and decide to deliver targeted
interventions to maximize affective well-being. In fact, in the realm of Just-in-Time Adaptive Interventions, these
łnegativež events could be considered as states-of-vulnerability that could guide the right type and amount of
support [48, 49].
Further, we found that the two in-vehicle interventions employed in this study did not have a negative effect on
driving behavior. In fact, we found that when the drivers were listening to the music intervention, they had fewer
high-speed periods, fewer sudden brake events, and lower average steering speed, all of which could be considered
as markers for a łsaferž driving behavior. Such an analysis had not been possible in prior research, in which the
participants drove a fixed route for a short time while the research staff watched. We believe that our work provides
the first evidence that engaging with audio-based in-vehicle interventions (specifically the music interventions)
do not pose a safety risk to the participants. This is a significant result and should encourage researchers to
consider deploying their in-vehicle interventions to unconstrained driving conditions for thorough validation.
In our qualitative feedback, two participants found the added cognitive load of mindfulness interventions to
be dangerous in heavy-traffic situations. Other participants did not mention any serious problems with the
mindfulness intervention. However, most participants agreed that they were better able to manage the higher
cognitive load of the mindfulness intervention in straight roads and highways, with one participant mentioning
that he was driving more calmly due to the mindfulness interventions. The person-specific experiences could be
the reason we did not observe major positive or negative associations of mindfulness intervention and driving
behavior in our quantitative analysis (unlike the music intervention). Nevertheless, our analysis highlights the
importance of our work in delivering interventions at opportune moments ś not just to ensure intervention
effectiveness, but also to ensure driver safety.
Finally, in all our analyses, we observed statistical differences in participant interaction with the mindfulness and
the music interventions. Overall, the participants had a higher cancellation rate for the mindfulness intervention
than the music intervention, especially when passengers were present. Based on our quantitative evaluations
and qualitative feedback, we highlight two possible reasons. First, burden: the mindfulness intervention was
tailored explicitly for driving, and required active participation of the driver. Participants noted that this resulted
in a higher cognitive load than the music interventions, and hence chose not to interact with mindfulness
interventions in heavy-traffic scenarios. Further, passengers did not want to listen to the mindfulness instructions
and found them to be boring, hence resulting in higher cancellation rates in presence of passengers. We believe
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the second reason could be the lack of personalization: the mindfulness intervention included a standard set of
mindfulness activities, and was the same for all participants. The music intervention, however, was created based
on the songs chosen by the participants, thus adding a degree of personalization. Future work on intervention
design, specifically JITAI, could focus on low-burden and personalized in-vehicle interventions to maximize
driver engagement.

6.2

Design Guidelines for In-Vehicle Intervention Delivery

In this section, we discuss how an in-vehicle intervention delivery system might work in the future. Based on our
results, we envision two complementary methods for in-vehicle intervention delivery:
• Delivering intervention for a trip: Determine whether to deliver an intervention in a particular trip, based
on the trip-related factors like distance, duration, estimated traffic flow, weather, and occupants. As we
mention in Section 4.1, we believe all of these factors can be estimated before a person starts driving, and
can be leveraged to make a prediction based on our models in Section 4.1.1.
• Delivering intervention at a particular moment in the trip: Determine when to deliver the intervention in
a particular trip, based on the in-the-moment driving characteristics, e.g., if the person is driving on the
highway with constant speed, then it would be a good time to prompt an intervention. Conversely, if a
person is driving through stop-and-go city traffic, then based on our results it would not be a good time for
an intervention. For such tasks, models can be trained that continuously check the łlikelihoodž of engaging
in an intervention as the driving conditions change.
Both methods have their benefits, and depending on the type of sensors and data-sources available, future
researchers might choose to inspect only one method or a combination of both. We believe it is important to use
both these methods in conjunction for maximum effectiveness. The general trip characteristics can be used as an
initial filter. Only if the likelihood that a participant will respond to the intervention is above a specific threshold,
the in-the-moment model should be activated. Then the in-the-moment model can be used to determine exactly
when to deliver an intervention based on the current driving circumstances and the future expectation of traffic
and road conditions available from estimated route information determined as part of the trip-related factors.
Similarly, interventions can also be delivered if certain łnegativež or łvulnerablež conditions are determined. In
such a situation, an intervention system could try to estimate such łnegativež conditions and plan interventions
accordingly. For example, we observe in Table 8 that wiper activity (i.e., rain) had negative associations with
valence. In such a circumstance, a smart intervention delivery tool can leverage the trip-related factors to
determine whether it is expected to rain on a given route, and could hold-off an intervention until it starts to
rain. It is also possible that there are no opportune moments available to deliver an intervention after it started
raining (e.g., traffic conditions worsened). In such situations, the system could potentially balance the likelihood
of canceling an intervention with the estimated negative impact on valence, and might choose to deliver the
intervention anyway. Or, it could delay the intervention to a more opportune moment later in the drive. If no
opportune moment is found before the drive is over, then in a łconnected-healthž environment, the car can
hand-over to the smartphone asking it to deliver an intervention after the drive is complete.
During the drivers’ interactions with the system, an active learning process could further personalize intervention delivery to the users’ needs [1]. In this context, our results would serve as a knowledgeable starting point
that is adapted over time to each driver. In such a system, we could easily include new interventions and, more
importantly, new intervention types that the system can learn from the drivers’ interactions.
It is important to note that our results are the first steps towards a sophisticated in-vehicle intervention delivery
system. Several studies and deployments are necessary before such a complex system should be realized for
real-world traffic situations.
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Limitations

Although we take a significant step forward in understanding long-term driver interaction with in-vehicle
interventions by moving out of constrained, fixed-route driving scenarios to an unconstrained, real-world
environment, we recognize that we only had 10 participants with long-term driving experience in our study.
However, it is important to note that this was an exploratory study, and given the promising results, we plan to
conduct studies with a larger number of participants. Furthermore, we only evaluated interaction with two specific
types of audio-based interventions with varying cognitive loads. Interaction with other forms of interventions,
such as haptic- or odor-based interventions [4, 17] could be different from audio-based interventions and is
something we hope to explore in future work. Finally, in terms of analyses, we only considered CAN data. It is
possible that additional insights can be generated by including data from street-facing and driver-facing cameras,
as indicated by Semmens et al. [60]. We plan to evaluate this in future work.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluated when drivers interact with in-vehicle interventions in unconstrained free-living
conditions. We conducted a two-month longitudinal study with 10 participants, in which each participant was
provided with a study car for their daily driving needs. We delivered two in-vehicle interventions ś each aimed at
improving affective well-being ś and simultaneously recorded the participants’ driving behavior. In our analysis,
we found that several pre-trip characteristics (like trip length, traffic flow, and vehicle occupancy) and the
pre-trip affective state of the participants had significant associations with whether the participants started an
intervention or canceled a started intervention. Next, we found that several in-the-moment driving characteristics
(like current road type, past average speed, and future brake behavior) showed significant associations with
drivers’ responsiveness to the intervention. Further, we identified several driving behaviors that łnegatedž the
effectiveness of interventions and highlight the potential of using such łnegativež driving characteristics to better
inform intervention delivery. Finally, we compared trips with and without intervention and found that both
interventions employed in our study did not have a negative effect on driving behavior. Based on our analyses, we
made some solid recommendations on how to deliver interventions to maximize responsiveness and effectiveness
and minimize the burden on the drivers.
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